
wall reliefs / prints



Initial sketch
Sketch paper | Linseed oil | Pencil

Unter einer Weltlinie versteht man die eindimensionale Trajektorie 
eines punktförmigen, nulldimensionalen Objekts in der Raumzeit. 
Weltlinien sind für massive Objekte immer zeitartig und immer 
lichtartig für masselose Teilchen.
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Trajectories - the lines are cut with a router 
5 mm deep and wide. A template is used to 
hold the router in place.

working images

About the artist

Udo Rutschmann, born 1967 in Augsburg (Germany) 
studied Philosophy and Art History at Augsburg University. 
He worked as a freelance lightning technician at the 
German Theater in Munich. He joined the London 
Metropolitan University and studied under renowned 
architect Adam Caruso, co-founder of 
Caruso St John Architects. 

He succesfully completed his degree and was awarded a 
BA (Hons) in Architecture. Thereafter Udo studied Fine Art 
at the University of Arts and Social Sciences Bonn/
Germany, before completing his studies with an 
M.F.A in Sculpture.

He has worked as a successful freelance architect in 
design offices in London, Vienna and Salzburg. Since 2000 
Udo has concentrated on developing his career as an 
independent artist. In 2006 he was awarded the First Prize 
of the Emballissimo award by the  Austrian Paper 
Industries for the best run on previous line. 

Udo has worked as a lecturer and guest critic, in the UAE. 
In 2012 Udo was invited by Abu Dhabi Arts & Music 
Foundation (ADMAF)  to hold a series of workshops with 
the students of Zayed University (Arts and Design 
Department) Abu Dhabi Campus.
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contributed to realize this exhibition.
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Was there a particular painting or person who helped inspire you to 
become an artist?

In retrospect there was quite a number of artists who inspired me including, Tony Cragg, Gordon Matta Clark, 
Joseph Beuys, Richard Sierra, Eva Hesse and James Turell.
I read a lot about Marcel Duchamp. Although it might sound strange because my work doesn’t seem to be to 
connected but also Alberto Giacometti. The atmospherical quality of his drawings and sculptures, which seem 
to originate from deep down, from a far remote place of our being, have always had a special effect on me.

Another artist who holds great fascination for me is Christo. I got to know him at a lecture in 
Abu Dhabi and was impressed with his relaxed and unpretentious character. 

I find there is a explicit poetic dimension perceptible in his work, especially around the concept of 
ephemerality. The fact that he could work for years on a project and the out-come would sometimes only last 
for a couple of days depending on the weather conditions. 
For me this is poetry.

Describe yourself in 5 words.

How real is reality really?

If there was one piece of art you could own what would it be?

Kind of a difficult question. I never thought about this.
I guess a Giacometti sculpture (a walking man) would really look good on my window sill.

From where do you gather creative inspiration?

I observe reality. I encounter certain phenomena that ‘talk’ to me in a very intense manner. 
That often then provokes an inner reverberation and that is the very beginning of my art process. Usually 
with an unknown ending.

These phenomena have a metaphysical aspect for me, they bear  something in them that touches the core 
of my existence. Within that process I start testing various artistic means until I find an appropriate media to 
transfer that experience with the least frictional losses possible. 

Tell us a bit about your technique, the materials and tools you use.

Talking about techniques, I cannot separate them from the artistic concept. In other words the concept 
specifies the techniques I am using. 

Materials play an essential role for me, they are the ‘carrier of meaning’, or you could also call it a ‘code’. 
Materials work in two ways, firstly they can leave a direct impression on you, in other words the material 
approaches you in certain mode. And on the other hand the same material can have a certain significance 
attached to it though history, in terms of it being used in a certain context, not only physically but rather 
ideologically. 

Both aspects are of importance when you decide to choose a certain material. It is like meeting a person for 
the first time, you have a so called ‘first impression’ and later on you learn about 
his/her history and that of course can have a tremendous impact on the way you perceive that individual.

When did you first start drawing 
and creating, and when did you first 
consider yourself an artist?

Talking about creativity, everything starts with 
observations of what is around and within you. For many 
people experiencing phenomena is enough, but with 
artists it is different. The mode of how they capture reality 
is different, not necessarily qualitatively but in terms of a 
desire to convey these experiences. 

In that respect I would say when I was around 13 years 
old I felt there was something I want to articulated and 
share. Not only through drawings, I also wrote a lot.

When I was about 21 years old I executed the first 
‘Light Objects’ which were exhibited in a group show 
in Augsburg, Germany.

I guess that was when I first started understanding myself 
as an artist.
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Your pieces are very precise and pristine. Is your studio the same?

Oh . . . my studio runs through many stages continuously. But I must admit usually everything is in its place. 
I really can’t stand searching around for things especially if i am in an intense working process.

What inspires you to create and how do you keep motivated when things 
get tough in the studio?

This is connected to what I said before. I believe friction is absolutely necessary to arrive at something 
meaningful. Talking about inspiration, I don’t need to get inspired. It is already there. It sounds strange but this 
is almost omnipresent.

It is not something which is in my control and I guess reality is often
enough inspiration for any artist 

How do you work? Several pieces at one time? 
Do you like to work early in the morning? Late at night?

At night is quite good to work as there is a certain stillness I appreciate. There is not so much distraction apart 
from the one you trigger. 

And yes, I often work on several pieces at a time. This is of course good and bad. If you are stuck in a dead end 
sometimes it helps to swap to something else, but then again the piece at times requires you to stay with it, 
even if it is kind of painful. But it is usually on the pieces that you persevere through that friction that turn out 
to be the special ones.

Do some of the pieces “fail“? If so what happens to those works?

Fail is maybe not the right expression; I see it like a necessary stage in a process. 
Giacometti always mentioned failure as how you as a person keep developing in terms of how you perceive 
reality. That means if you look back on work you have done maybe 10 years ago, it might look not so 
meaningful to you to anymore, nevertheless it describes your interpretation of the world at that particular time. 
It’s like telling a story which has parts that build towards a climax. Without these pieces there will be no climax.

But I must admit some work goes into the bin. Mainly because it annoyed me and you cannot believe 
that you created it :-)

When you are finished with a work, are you sentimental about it? 
Would you prefer to keep the work yourself?

Yes my work is my interpretation of the world, and if a piece is just finished I don’t want to give it away. Some 
pieces are not even for sale at all. Strangely it is often the first pieces I did. I guess the beginning of a process is 
more important for me than the end.

Your subject matter often involves reflecting on the environment’s 
characteristics and systems. Do you spend much time in nature?

Yes being in nature sharpens my perception. But some work is also inspired by being in the city. Especially during my 
time in London and Vienna both cities had a strong influence on me.
They have got their own phenomenological language. 

Does your architectural background influence your artistic practice? 
And vice versa?

Yes I am a citizen of both worlds. The architecture is woven into my artistic process. 
The mere concept of space as something that is ‘close by’ but at the same time spreads out to infinity. 
That is magnificent to me.

As an architect you create shelter to locate oneself in this limitlessness.
Of course there is also a desire to construct, which is fundamental to every architect. 

In my print work and drawings my architectural foundation is undeniable. I often use abstract 
construction lines as reference points within the work. But at the same time I use them to tell the 
viewer that there is a construction method behind everything. It is a kind of an “alienation effect“ 
similar to Bert Brecht’s theatre concept.

What other interests do you have outside of art?

Interest outside art? There is no real ‘outside’ art for me. It interpenetrates all aspects of my life.
Art is a fluid that that surrounds me wherever I go. 

But of course there are things I really appreciate. First of all being with my family and friends and of course 
good food and timelessly sitting in coffee places, I achieved mastership in this, during my time in Vienna  . . . ;-)
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Trajectory
Material: Medium density fibreboard

Size: 235x130x10 cm | per object

Surface: Dispersion paint white

Mitre cut: 5 mm width/depth

Weight. ca.20 kg | per object

trajectories
The focus of these works lies on trajectories 
(a trajectory is the path a moving object follows 
through space). A trajectory can be described either 
by the geometry of the path, or as the position of the 
object over time. The trajectory objects describe is a 
fragment of a virtually infinite movement sequence in 
a simple geometric line language . . . falling autumn 
leaves in the wind, the wave form movement of corn 
fields, water ripples in a river, the dance of tree tops, 
the movement of the sand in the desert . . . 
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Trajectory
Applies to image left and right

Material: Medium density fibreboard

Size: 220x120x6 cm

Surface: Dispersion paint white

Mitre cut: 5 mm width/depth

Weight. ca. 15 kg
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Trajectory
Applies to image left and right

Material: Medium density fibreboard

Size: 220x120x6 cm

Surface: Dispersion paint white

Mitre cut: 5 mm width/depth

Weight. ca. 15 kg
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Trajectory
Applies to image left

Material: Medium density fibreboard

Size: 220x120x6 cm

Surface: Dispersion paint white

Mitre cut: 5 mm width/depth

Weight. ca. 15 kg
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Trajectory
Applies to image left and right

Material: Medium density fibreboard

Size: 220x120x6 cm

Surface: Dispersion paint white

Mitre cut: 5 mm width/depth

Weight. ca. 15 kg
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Trajectory
Applies to image left and right

Material: Medium density fibreboard

Size: 200x40x8 cm | per object

Surface: Oil | Wax 

Mitre cut: 5 mm width/depth

Weight. ca. 8 kg | per object
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Trajectory

Applies to image left and right

Material: Medium density fibreboard

Size: 220x130x6 cm

Surface: Oil | Wax

Mitre cut: 5 mm width/depth

Weight. ca. 15 kg
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Trajectories | Drawings | Prints

Sketches for the Trajectories were photographed and 
printed out. The hard copy is transferred through 
frico transfere technique onto a 190 gram natural 
white Paper in A3 or A2 size. The prints were worked 
over with chalk pastell, graphit and charcoal. 
Annotations were made with a traditionell typewriter. 

prints | drawings
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to images left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 297 x 420 mm (A3)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to images left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 297 x 420 mm (A3)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen 
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to images left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 297 x 420 mm (A3)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to images left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 297 x 420 mm (A3)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to images left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 297 x 420 mm (A3)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  

Correction fluid (top left)
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to images left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 297 x 420 mm (A3)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen

Correction fluid (top left)  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to images left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 297 x 420 mm (A3)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen

Correction fluid (top left)  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to image left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 420 x 594 mm (A2)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to image left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 420 x 594 mm (A2)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen

Masking tape (image left)

Correction fluid ( image right)  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to image left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 420 x 594 mm (A2)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to image left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 420 x 594 mm (A2)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to image left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 420 x 594 mm (A2)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  

Correction fluid (image right)
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to image left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 420 x 594 mm (A2)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  
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Drawings | Prints
Applies to image left and right

Technique: Frico Transfere

Paper 190 gramms natural white

Size: 420 x 594 mm (A2)

Chalk pastell | Pencil | Ink pen  



Atelier Udo Rutschmann
www.udo-rutschmann.de
post@udo-rutschmann.de
T. +49(0)176.96276723

We would like to thank Power Print for their 
continued support of the arts.
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